We analyse a preferential urn model with randomness using the replica method. The preferential urn model is a stochastic model based on the concept "the rich get richer." The replica analysis clarifies that the preferential urn model with randomness shows a fat-tailed occupation distribution. The analytical treatments and results would be useful for various research fields such as complex networks, stochastic models, and econophysics.
Introduction
Urn models have been used in order to explain various physical phenomena such as quantum gravity and glassy dynamics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Because of their tractability for analytical calculations, the urn models have been studied extensively in statistical physics and probability theory. The dynamics of these urn models is briefly summarized as follows: choose a ball at random, and then transfer the chosen ball to an urn. The method of the selection of an urn to which the chosen ball is transferred is arbitrary, and hence one can consider a lot of models so that a selected model is suitable for his/her own problem.
A preferential urn model stems from research on complex networks [6] . Complex networks are one of the topical research fields in recent statistical physics [7] ; scale-free networks, which have fat-tailed degree distributions, particularly have attracted a lot of attentions. Barabási and Albert [8] have proposed the concepts of "growth" and "preferential attachment" in order to generate the scale-free networks with the degree distribution P (k) ∼ k −3 . Since not all complex networks in real worlds are growing, nongrowing models have also been proposed; it has been revealed that threshold model generates scale-free networks with the degree distribution P (k) ∼ k −2 [9] [10] [11] . In addition, a nongrowing model with preferential rewiring processes has been proposed [12] , and it has been shown that the nongrowing model generates networks with fattailed degree distributions only in the case with randomness. While the threshold model can be treated analytically, the nongrowing model with preferential rewiring processes had not been solved analytically. The preferential urn model has been introduced for the analysis of a nongrowing model with nonlinear preferential rewiring ......
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Preferentailly chosen urn β1 β2 β5 β4 β3 βN βN-1 Figure 1 . Illustration of the preferential urn model. A ball is chosen at random, and then the drawn ball is moved to an urn chosen preferentially. process [6] . Though equilibrium properties of urn models without randomness are easily obtained [4] , urn models with randomness are difficult to be analysed. However, studies on the urn models with randomness are important because the recent studies on nongrowing complex networks have clarified the importance of randomness for fat-tailed distributions.
In the present paper, an analysis of the preferential urn model with randomness is presented. To analyse the preferential urn model with randomness, we use the replica method [13] . It is clarified that the preferential urn model with uniform randomness has an equilibrium occupation distribution with a fat-tailed form. The preferential urn model is a simple stochastic model, and hence the model would have a wide range of applications in research on not only complex networks, but also many other fields such as econophysics and social sciences. Therefore, we will discuss an example of the applications for econophysics in the present paper, though the example is just a trial one.
The outline of the present paper is as follows. In section 2, we introduce the preferential urn model. The general discussion for calculating occupation distributions is given in section 3. Section 4 gives the replica analysis for the preferential urn model. Finally, in section 5, we draw the main conclusions and give an example of econophysical applications of the preferential urn model.
Preferential urn model
We consider a system of M balls distributed among N urns, and denote the density of the system as ρ = M/N . The number of balls contained in urn i is denoted by n i , and hence N i=1 n i = M . For the preferential urn model, we define the following energy of each urn:
and hence the Hamiltonian of the whole system is H = N i=1 E(n i ). From the definition of the energy, it is clear that each urn tends to get more and more balls because an urn is stable when the urn obtains a large number of balls. Note that there is a restriction for the total number of balls, so that an urn cannot get an infinitely large number of balls. It would be clarified that the transition rate in the urn model with the above definition of the energy obeys a preferential concept, as described later, and hence the urn model is called the preferential urn model.
The unnormalized Boltzmann weight attached to urn i is denoted by p ni , and
where β i is an inverse temperature of urn i. Note that each urn has own inverse temperature and each inverse temperature could be different from each other; we denote the distribution of the inverse temperatures as φ(β). Though it might seem strange in terms of physics that each urn has a different temperature, there should be no restriction for a homogeneity of temperature in information physics, social sciences, and econophysics (Or one could say that the system is in nonequilibrium.) We call the inverse temperature "the inverse local temperature" because of its locality. It is shown in sections 3 and 4 that the locality is important for generating a fat-tailed occupation distribution, and, furthermore, these inverse local temperatures allow us to understand results of an equilibrium occupation distribution intuitively.
Using the heat-bath rule, we derive the transition rate W ni→ni+1 from the state n i to n i + 1 as follows [3] :
The transition rate indicates that an urn with more balls tends to get more balls, and this means the preferential concept. The dynamics of the preferential urn model is illustrated in figure 1 .
In summary, the construction of the preferential urn model is as follows:
(i) Set N urns and M balls. The M balls are distributed among the N urns, and the initial distribution is arbitrary (usually distributed at random). Each inverse local temperature β i is chosen by using a distribution φ(β). (ii) Choose a ball at random. (iii) Move the drawn ball to an urn selected by using the transition rate W ni→ni+1 . (iv) Repeat the procedures (ii) and (iii) until the system reaches an equilibrium state.
If all urns have the same temperatures, i.e., β i = β for all i, equilibrium occupation distributions are easily calculated [2, 4, 6] . For instances, the equilibrium occupation distribution in the high-temperature limit (β i → 0 for all i) is a Poisson distribution [4, 6] . However, it is generally difficult to calculate equilibrium occupation distributions of urn models with randomness. In the following sections, we give an analytical treatment to calculate the equilibrium occupation distribution of the preferential urn model with randomness.
Occupation distribution
In this section, we give general discussion for the occupation distribution, and it will be revealed that the case with randomness is difficult to be analysed. In the next section, the replica analysis is given, and an explicit form of the occupation distribution will be obtained in the case with randomness.
By using the integral representation of the Kronecker delta, 2πiδ(a, b) = dz z a−b−1 , the partition function of a configuration {β 1 , . . . , β N } is calculated as follows:
Note that all values of the inverse local temperatures {β 1 , . . . , β N } are clamped at certain values in equation (4). Here, we define f
as an equilibrium occupation probability of urn 1 with the inverse local temperature β 1 in a certain configuration:
Then, f
indicates the probability with which urn 1 has k balls in a certain configuration. Next, we define Z 2 as
and simplify f (β1) k of equation (5) as follows:
In order to obtain the equilibrium occupation distribution of urn 1 in the configurational average, P (k, β 1 ), we average f (β1) k over the configuration {β 2 , · · · , β N }. Therefore,
where · · · {β2,...,βN } means that the configurational average is taken only over {β 2 , . . . , β N }; the configurational average of a quantity A(β 1 , β 2 , · · · , β N ) is defined as
Finally, we take the configurational average of P (k, β) for β. Then, the equilibrium occupation distribution is calculated from
In equation (8), it is difficult to take the configurational average of the numerator and denominator at the same time. Therefore, we use replica analysis for evaluate the equilibrium occupation distribution.
Replica analysis
The replica method [13] is one of the powerful methods for analysing random systems. In the replica analysis, we prepare m replicas of the original system, and evaluate the configurational average of the partition functions, assuming the thermodynamic limit. After that, the limit m → 0 is taken, which has successfully clarified typical properties of many random systems. While mathematical validation of the replica analysis still remains unresolved, the replica analysis has been empirically recognized as a reliable scheme in physics; for instance, we can use the replica analysis in order to calculate a free energy or order parameters. In this section, we use the replica analysis to obtain the equilibrium occupation distribution of the preferential urn model with randomness. The aim of the present paper is to propose the analytical treatment for the preferential urn model with randomness, and hence we here restrict ourselves only to the case in which the distribution of the inverse local temperatures, φ(β), follows an uniform distribution, i.e., φ(β) = 1 for β ∈ [0, 1].
First, we assume the following expression in order to calculate equation (8):
The expression is obtained from the self-averaging property [13] because of the equilibrium occupation probability f (β1) k is intensive. Therefore, it is necessary only to calculate the configurational average of ln f (β1) k ; this term is calculated from
In the replica analysis, we use the following manipulations to evaluate the configurational average:
We should calculate the following quantities to evaluate equation (12) using equation (13) . Therefore, we first calculate the following quantities:
where
and
Next, we assume replica symmetry, i.e., z α = z, and derive the replica symmetric solution. Then, by using the saddle-point method, equations (14) and (15) 
The saddle-points z s in Z m 1 {β2,...,βN } and Z m 2 {β2,...,βN } are the same and calculated by using the following saddle-point equation:
Equations (21) and (22) are easily obtained from equation (16) . From the above calculations, we obtain the following expression by rearranging equation (12):
Therefore, the equilibrium occupation distribution of urn 1 with β 1 in the configurational average is obtained from equations (8), (11) , and (23) as follows:
Finally, we obtain the equilibrium occupation distribution of the whole system as
Note that the equilibrium occupation distribution is suitably normalized. A large density ρ leads to z s ≃ 1, and hence we consider that the saddle-point is approximately z s = 1 for ρ ≫ 1. Substituting z s = 1 into equation (25), we obtain the asymptotic form of the equilibrium occupation distribution as follows (see Appendix A):
Hence, the equilibrium occupation distribution follows a generalized power law with a squared inverse logarithmic correction. To confirm the above analytical treatments, we performed numerical experiments. In the numerical experiments, the number of urns N is 1000, and that of the transfer process of balls is 2000N . We checked that the 2000N transfer processes are enough to give the equilibrium states. Because initial distributions are arbitrary, we put each ball to urns at uniformly random. Figure 2 shows the comparison between the equilibrium occupation distributions of numerical experiments and those of the replica analysis. 
Concluding remarks
In summary, we analysed the preferential urn model with randomness using the replica method. While it is in general difficult to analyse urn models with randomness, the preferential urn models with uniform randomness for inverse local temperatures can be treated analytically by using the replica method. From the analysis, it was revealed that the equilibrium occupation distribution has a fat-tailed form when the density is enough large. The fat-tailed distribution does not follow a pure powerlaw distribution; the distribution has a generalized power law with a squared inverse logarithmic correction.
Here, we discuss an intuitive understanding of the preferential urn model. The heterogeneity of the inverse local temperatures indicates that each urn has different ability to obtain balls. The inverse local temperature allows us to obtain the following intuitive picture; urns with high-temperature tend to kick out balls, and those with low-temperature are likely to stock balls. Therefore, when there is no randomness, all urns compete for balls, so that a fat-tailed behavior does not occur. On the contrary, when an urn has a lower-temperature, the urn tends to have a lot of balls. Hence, it is easy to imagine that urns with a lot of balls can emerge due to randomness. The preferential urn model stems from the analysis of the nongrowing models for complex networks [6] , but it would become a useful model for various phenomena. For example, we consider an econophysical model in which many agents exchange their wealth. Each agent corresponds to each urn, and the transfer procedure of their wealth is represented by the transfer process of balls. We here assume the transition rate W ki→ki+1 ∝ (k i + 1) βi , where k i is the wealth of agent i, and β i represents an ability of agent i for obtaining wealth. The above dynamics indicates the following statements:
• A wealth to be transferred is selected at random. It means that agents with large wealth are likely to loose their wealth (Agents with large wealth have a lot of opportunity to consume their wealth.) • Agents with larger wealth have the chance to get wealth in higher probability.
• Each agent has a different ability for obtaining wealth.
Hence, the above model seems reasonable for an econophysical one. The econophysical model can be treated analytically, as shown in the present paper; supposing that the distribution of their abilities β i is an uniform one, we conclude that the wealth distribution has a fat-tailed form of equation (26) when total wealth in the whole system is enough large. Though the fat-tailed form has the squared inverse logarithmic correction, the cumulative distribution of equation (26) is similar to the Parato's distribution [14] . The preferential urn model has not been proposed in order to the Parato's distribution, so that it is unclear that the above discussion is suitable; the model is just a trial one. However, it seems reasonable to assume that a system includes some randomness; each agent is in various environments and has a different ability. For such systems with randomness, one could make corresponding stochastic models, and then the replica analysis discussed in the present paper would be available.
The preferential urn model would produce various further studies, such as nonequilibrium properties, other variation of the urn models with randomness, and applications of the urn models for various other research fields. It will also be important to discuss relationships with interacting particle systems, such as the zerorange process [15] . 
